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Abstract
Many distributed system failures, especially the notorious
partial service failures, are caused by bugs that are only
triggered by subtle faults at rare timing. Existing testing is
inefficient in exposing such bugs. This paper presents Legolas,
a fault injection testing framework designed to address this gap.
To precisely simulate subtle faults, Legolas statically analyzes
the system code and instruments hooks within a system. To
efficiently explore numerous faults, Legolas introduces a novel
notion of abstract states and automatically infers abstract states
from code. During testing, Legolas designs an algorithm that
leverages the inferred abstract states to make careful fault
injection decisions. We applied Legolas on the latest releases
of six popular, extensively tested distributed systems. Legolas
found 20 new bugs that result in partial service failures.

1 Introduction

Deployed distributed systems frequently encounter faults in
the underlying hardware and dependent software. While these
systems are generally fault-tolerant, an unexpected fault can
still expose bugs. Indeed, real-world distributed system outages
are often triggered by some fault events [6, 14, 16, 34].

Fault injection testing,also known as chaos engineering [48],
has gained popularity to find fault-induced bugs early. Various
solutions are developed to inject common faults such as
crashes [3,15,40],disk faults [13,26],and network partitions [2,
3,27]. Despite the progress, many complex fault-induced bugs
remain hidden in existing testing and cause failures after
deployment. These bugs share several characteristics.

First, they cause puzzling symptoms where the services
seem to work but are partially broken, which are notorious in
production distributed systems [10, 12, 22, 23, 36]. Figure 1
shows a real failure from a ZooKeeper deployment. The clients
experienced timeouts in create requests, but get requests still
succeeded. Pinging the leader also showed that it was alive.
As another example, users reported [5, 9, 25] that their Kafka
cluster occasionally experienced partial breakdown, and one
broker could not return to an in-sync status.

Second, these bugs are triggered under subtle faulty con-
ditions, such as a network error that only affects some oper-
ations but not others [1, 36], transient slowness [17, 21], or
microburst [28]. In the aforementioned ZooKeeper example,
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void serialize(OutputArchive oa) {

  synchronized (node) {

    ...

    oa.writeRecord(node, "node");

  }

}
// stuck due to a network issue

Figure 1: A real ZooKeeper production incident [46] triggered by a
partial network fault, which caused the writeRecord operation to be
stuck while holding a lock.
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Figure 2: Hundreds to thousands of operations per second are
candidates for injecting IOException during ZooKeeper’s execution.

the buggy code works properly in normal conditions. The
failure was only exposed by a partial network fault between a
leader and a new follower, and the fault only affects a specific
operation (writeRecord). The faults can also originate from
software and be system-specific, such as a custom exception
from an RPC to a remote component (e.g., when the database
is overloaded). The Kafka failure example was caused by a
custom exception returned from an RPC to the dependent
ZooKeeper service. Simulating these fault conditions in testing
requires precise control of the fault types and locations.

Third, these bugs require careful choices of when and where
the fault occurs. Distributed systems have a large number of
fault points (Figure 2), but since these systems are robust, most
faults would be tolerated or result in an expected failure (e.g.,
abort on error in reading a file). To expose the ZooKeeper
failure, a transient network latency increase must be injected
while a new follower is requesting a snapshot from the leader.
Injecting the fault at other times or other locations is ineffective.
A random injection choice,which is commonly used in existing
solutions, will have a high chance of missing the buggy point.

We present Legolas, a fault injection framework designed
to efficiently expose the above class of complex fault-induced
bugs in large distributed systems. Unlike the practice of



injecting system-agnostic faults externally in the environment
or libraries, Legolas uses program analysis to perform fine-
grained and system-specific fault injection. It analyzes the fault
conditions for each instruction in the code and instruments
hooks to precisely simulate subtle faults within the system.

With more faults to consider, the problem of a large fault
injection space becomes more pronounced.

Our insight is that production bugs occur in unusual
conditions—otherwise, existing testing likely has exposed
it. Thus, we can selectively inject faults by checking if the
system reaches an unusual condition. Unfortunately, we do
not know beforehand whether a program point is unusual or
not. Using ad-hoc heuristics, such as only injecting faults
when the program is inside a critical section, can miss many
failure-inducing conditions. We should still systematically
explore the injection choices for generality and completeness.

Based on this insight, Legolas introduces a novel notion of
abstract state to guide systematic but efficient exploration of
the fault injection space. The basic idea is to use system states
to group injection points. A system’s state can be represented
by its variables and concrete values. This representation,
however, is massive for large systems, and it would make
almost all injection points appear in unique groups. For fault
injection, we need a more high-level state representation, in
which multiple injections likely yield similar effect.

Legolas uses a simple yet novel static analysis that auto-
matically infers abstract states from the target system code.
The automation is feasible because developers usually leave
clear hints in the code about abstract states: the system checks
one or more state variables’ concrete values in a branch to see
if an important condition occurs; if so, it performs some sig-
nificantly different action. An abstract state thus can indicate
that a system enters a unique stage of service, e.g., request
parsing, snapshotting, and leader election.

Specifically, Legolas first infers concrete state variables
in a system. It then identifies code blocks that are control-
dependent on some concrete state variable. It finally creates a
mnemonic abstract state variable for each such block, which
will be set when the program execution reaches that point.

Leveraging the inferred abstract states, Legolas can effi-
ciently explore the injection space. During testing, the in-
jection hooks Legolas instruments dispatch queries to the
Legolas controller. The controller checks the system’s current
abstract states and decides whether to grant an injection or
not. Essentially, Legolas enables stateful fault injection.

We design a stateful injection decision algorithm called
budgeted-state-round-robin (bsrr). Other stateful policies are
also feasible, and it is easy to add and switch policies in
Legolas. Compared to the straightforward new-state-only
policy, bsrr is robust to tolerate potential inaccuracies in the
abstract state analysis. It also reduces biases in injections.

We have built an end-to-end prototype for the Legolas
framework, including the static analyzer, fault injection con-
troller, workload driver, and failure checkers.

We apply Legolas to six large distributed systems: Kafka,
ZooKeeper, HDFS, HBase, Cassandra, and Flink. Legolas
automatically instruments these systems and extracts abstract
states without special tuning. We run fault injection exper-
iments on these systems’ recent releases. Using the bsrr
algorithm, Legolas finds 20 new bugs with a median time
of 58 minutes. These bugs all cause partial service failure
symptoms. We report the bugs to developers. Four reports are
marked as critical, fourteen reports are marked as major, and
two are marked as normal. Eleven reports have been explicitly
confirmed by developers so far. We also compare Legolas
(bsrr) with state-of-the-art solutions and other policies. The
best performing baseline is the new-state-only policy with
Legolas, which exposes eight bugs. The random injection
policy only exposes three bugs in a median of 362 minutes.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose an approach that uses program analysis to

enable customized and fine-grained fault injection.
• We introduce a novel concept of abstract state and a method

that automatically infers abstract states from a given system’s
code. We design a new decision algorithm that leverages
the inferred abstracts to guide efficient fault injections for
exposing complex bugs that cause partial service failures.

• We build a fault injection framework Legolas and evaluate
Legolas on large distributed systems.

2 Overview of Legolas

Legolas is an end-to-end fault injection testing framework
for large distributed systems. It aims to efficiently expose
fault-induced bugs like the motivating examples.
Scope. Consider a distributed system S that consists of mul-
tiple processes 𝑃 and provides a range of services 𝑅. One
definition of a partial failure is that a subset of 𝑃 are faulty
(crash, Byzantine, or gray faults [23]), which may be tolerated
and not affect the functionalities of S.

Legolas focuses on exposing partial failures with respect
to services, where some 𝑅 𝑓 ⊂ 𝑅 fail to maintain their safety
or liveness properties, while other services 𝑅 \ 𝑅 𝑓 behave
as expected. In contrast, in a total failure, all services in 𝑅

break. An intuitive strategy to uncover partial failures is thus
to perturb each service based on their specifications, but this
strategy can be difficult to apply with large concrete codebases.

Owing to the modular designs prevalent in large distributed
systems, each service is typically implemented by a specific
component made up of threads; each process 𝜋 encompasses
disjoint sets of components that provide different services for
S . For example, a leader process in ZooKeeper has dedicated
request handlers, snapshot manager, quorum messenger, etc.
If one thread fails, the recovery mechanisms will try to avoid
interruptions to the corresponding service. Thus, Legolas is
designed to perturb each component (some thread) within
𝜋—instead of crashing 𝜋 outright—by inducing faults to the
instructions executed by the component. This allows for a
deeper exploration of the potential partial failures in S.
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Figure 3: Fault injection workflow with Legolas.

+

InjectionQuery query = new InjectionQuery(serverId, 
      threadId, ..., invokedMethodSig, faultIds);
InjectionCommand command = stub.inject(query);
if (command.id == -1) return;  // no injection
/* simulate the decided fault */
...

LegolasAgent.inject("org.apache.zookeeper.server.DataTree",
       "serializeNode", 1115,"<org.apache.jute.OutputArchive:
        void writeRecord(...)>", 268, 0, 3);
outputArchive.writeRecord(node, "node");

Figure 4: Injection hook instrumented for code in Figure 1.

Workflow. Figure 3 shows the workflow with Legolas. It takes
a system’s code as an input,uses static analysis to identify faulty
conditions unique to the system, and instruments injection
hooks directly within the system ( 1 ) to simulate subtle faults.

In addition, Legolas runs a novel analysis that automatically
extracts abstract states from the system code ( 2 ). It identifies
code locations that may represent an important change in the
system’s service status, and inserts mnemonic abstract state
variables at these locations. Legolas then links a thin agent
library with the target system.

During testing, Legolas starts a cluster of the instrumented
system and runs the workload driver ( 3 ). When a node reaches
an injection hook, the embedded agent dispatches an RPC
query to the Legolas controller, which decides whether to
grant the injection or not. If the agent receives a positive reply,
it will simulate the fault inside the node directly.

Importantly, the Legolas server tracks abstract states for
eachnode. When a node enters a new abstract state, the Legolas
agent informs the state tracker in the server. The controller
leverages the abstract state to make injection decisions. In
particular, we design an algorithm called budgeted state round-
robin (bsrr) ( 4 ). To determine the injection outcome, Legolas
runs the failure checkers ( 5 ).

3 Identify and Instrument Injection Points

A widely-used fault injection approach is to introduce node-
level faults such as process crashes and network disconnections
externally in the environment. This approach is suitable for
exposing distributed protocol bugs or crash-recovery bugs.
However, partial failures are often triggered by subtle faults
in the implementations. Existing solutions that inject fine-
grained faults focus on the boundaries between an application
and libraries or services, and take an interception approach.
For example, LFI [43] intercepts libc API such as recv and
returns error codes to applications. Although their injection is
more fine-grained (library APIs or service requests) than node-
level faults, they miss internal errors in a system. Moreover, it
is difficult for them to precisely simulate partial faults because
they do not directly control the program execution.

To address these issues, Legolas goes deeper—to the pro-
gram statements inside a system—and takes an instrumen-
tation approach. It uses static program analysis to deduce

potential faulty conditions for each statement and add injec-
tion control points to directly simulate faults in situ.
Identify Faulty Conditions. The Legolas analyzer locates
each call instruction in the system and examines its invoca-
tion target to extract potential fault conditions. A straight-
forward way is to leverage the method signature. However,
two challenges arise. First, a method may internally throw
an exception that is not declared in the signature. Some lan-
guages also do not enforce or support exception specification
in method signature. Second, due to polymorphism and inter-
face, a call site of a method may be impossible to encounter
an exception declared in the method signature. This is es-
pecially problematic with I/O related exceptions. Consider
dump(OutputStream out) throws IOException, which is declared
this way because the argument out is an abstract class with
IOException in its methods’ signatures. However, if a call
site of dump passes a ByteArrayOutputStream as an argument,
injecting an IOException causes an invalid scenario.

To handle the first issue, Legolas inspects the method body
and deduces the exceptions. However, it cannot simply collect
the exceptions in the throw instructions. This is because
the method may have an exception handler that catches the
exception. Legolas analyzes the error handlers in the function
to determine if an exception may be (i) caught and handled;
(ii) caught and re-thrown; (iii) uncaught. Only (ii) and (iii) are
treated as the true method-level exceptions.

To address the issue of invalid injection, Legolas designs
an inter-procedural, context-sensitive analysis to check call
instructions with potential IOException. It deduces whether
the objects (argument, return, field, class) associated with a call
site may come from definition points with known in-memory
object types, and ignores the fault if so.

Besides exceptions, the fault condition could also be a delay.
All operations could in theory experience some delay. In
practice, mild delays are benign and developers need evidence
to explain the delay. Legolas by default only considers function
calls that involve I/O as delay injection candidates.
Instrument Injection Hooks. For each program point with
potential faulty conditions, Legolas instruments an injection
hook. Legolas also emits a thin agent to link with the target
system. At runtime, when an injection hook is reached, the
agent creates a query to a controller (Figure 4), which includes
the interposed operation, possible fault ids, node id, name and



id of the current thread. If the injection is granted, the agent
looks up the fault id, which can be either a delay or some
exception. For delay, the agent simply invokes the thread sleep
function. We focus on worst-case situations and use 1 minute
as the default delay (the writeRecord call in Figure 1 can
hang for over 15 minutes under default Linux TCP settings).
For exception, the agent constructs an exception instance and
throws it before the injection hook returns.

Automatically creating an exception instance to throw is
a non-trivial task. Some custom exception type includes
complex arguments and compositions. Legolas analyzes the
constructor and recursively reduces complex arguments to
primitive types. It then creates an exception instance by
assigning the primitive fields with default values.

Where to add the injection hooks also requires careful
considerations. The straightforward way is to instrument each
call instruction that Legolas analyzes to possibly encounter a
fault. Suppose foo() is analyzed to possibly throw MyError,
but that is only because foo() internally calls bar(), which can
throw that error. If MyError is injected at the call sites of foo(),
we need further explanation of why this exception occurs. For
deep call chains, such injections make the exception reasoning
difficult and may turn out to be invalid.

To address this issue, Legolas instruments as deep as possi-
ble. It identifies faults that originate from a method through
explicit throw statement. It then only instruments calls to
either a method that has a non-empty list of such faults, or an
external function. If the called method is from an interface
or abstract class, Legolas injects at the caller’s call sites to
handle potential invalid injections.
Benefits. Legolas’s approach eases fault simulation without
requiring a special environment (e.g., a FUSE-based file sys-
tem [13,49]). It also gives precise control to simulate partial
faults, e.g., a partial disk failure that only affects a subset of
file operations; only some RPCs within certain code region
are delayed. It also supports simulating custom errors. While
a custom error may be caused by some environment fault, it
can be difficult to simulate them with external injection. For
example, a method may throw an exception only when all
three retries of a connection fail.

4 Abstract State Guided Fault Injection
A key challenge in fault injection for distributed systems is
the enormous injection choices (Figure 2). Moreover, only
few choices can expose bugs. This is because production dis-
tributed systems have extensive fault resilience mechanisms.
Insight. Our insight is that many fault injection attempts
are unnecessary because they are testing the same or similar
scenarios. Take a ZooKeeper code snippet in Figure 5 as an ex-
ample. The SyncRequestProcessor component is responsible
for synchronizing the requests to log files on disks. Suppose
we are injecting faults on I/O operations. There are numerous
injection points here, including operations inside the called

public class SyncRequestProcessor extends Thread {
  public void run() {
    int logCount = 0;
    while (true) {
      Request si = queuedRequests.take();
      if (zks.getDB().append(si)) {
        logCount++;
        if (logCount > snapCount) {
          if (snapThd != null && snapThd.isAlive()) {
            LOG.warn("Too busy to snap, skipping");
          } else {
            (snapThd = new Thread(() -> {
                zks.takeSnapshot();
            })).start();
          }
          logCount = 0;
        }
      }
      ...
    }
  }
}
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functions. Line 6, which syncs requests to logs, gets executed
at each loop iteration, while line 13 only occurs occasionally.
With limited testing resources, we may only inject faults on
operations inside line because of their frequent occurrences.
Idea. Inspecting the system state for each component can help
us make better decisions. For the previous example, we could
realize that the system enters a rare state (snapshotting) when it
reaches line 13. Operations in this state couldbe ofhigh interest.
Our basic idea is thus to group the injection points based on the
underlying system state (Figure 6). Grouping helps avoid being
indiscriminate when making injection decisions. The injection
points that lie in the same group of state are hypothesized to
yield similar outcomes if injected, while the injection points
in different groups may yield different outcomes.

However, we do not just focus on rare states, as defining
them is subjective. Moreover, the presence of an injection
point in a rare state does not imply a bug. Neither does an
injection point in a common state guarantee the absence of
bugs. For example, a bug may be exposed with a fault occurring
inside the append call in Figure 5—which is in a common
state—when it is executed for the fourth time.

We thus explore the injection space systematically. That is,
if there were four chances, we try to explore injections in all
four states, instead of spending them only in one state.

4.1 State Representation Choices
The next question is how to define the system state for effective
grouping? Unlike distributed protocols that have specifica-
tions, determining the state representation for complex system
implementation is not easy. The complete execution states—
the program counter, stack traces, and memory snapshot—are
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obviously too excessive. A more reasonable representation is
to use some key state variables (SV). A value change of these
variables then could indicate the system is in a different state.
This representation, however, can still be excessive.

Take Figure 5 as an example. If we treat the logCount as
a state variable (SV), the value is incremented for 𝑛 times,
and each increment is counted as a new state. Using such a
representation not only requires frequent state tracking, but
also degrades the injection point grouping to be useless.

The key reason is that some values in a concrete state
variable do not imply a significant change, at least for fault
injection purposes. All the increment-by-one value transitions
of logCountwhile n<=snapCount indicate the same information
about the system, while only the transition of n>snapCount

indicates something new (starting to snapshot).
Essentially we need a more high-level representation than

concrete state variables (SV), which we define as abstract
state variable (ASV). The intuition behind ASVs is that
they represent different stages of service in a system. For the
example in Figure 5, a natural way to define the abstract state
is to divide the execution into four stages— 𝑆0 to 𝑆3 . Figure 7
shows the corresponding abstract state machine. This simpler
representation can recognize when the system starts to do
snapshot (state 𝑆2 ). In turn, they can effectively group the
injection points to make fault injection efficient.

4.2 Infer Abstract State Variables
The Legolas analyzer uses a simple yet novel method to
automatically infer ASVs in a system. The feasibility of the au-
tomation is based on our insight that developers usually already
encode sufficient hints about ASVs. In particular, developers
checks one or more state variables (SV) in a branch, and if
certain condition occurs, the system performs some action, i.e.,
if (func(state_var1, var2, ...)) { do_action1(); } . From

our inspection, in long-lived components, it is a common
practice to utilize SV to designate different functionalities at
different iterations. For example, the QuorumPeer component in
ZooKeeper uses a static variable state to indicate the node sta-
tus, which could be LEADING, FOLLOWING, etc. The QuorumPeer

component then has a while loop that does a switch case on
this SV to select different functionalities over time.

Legolas first locates all the task-unit classes in the system.
These classes are generally threads or workers, such as classes
that extend Thread or Runnable in Java. The analyzer then runs
ASV inference on each task-unit class.

Algorithm 1 lists the core algorithm. It starts by inferring the
SVs in the code (Line 2). InferCSV simply treats all non-static,
non-constant fields defined in a task unit to be SVs.

Legolas then analyzes the main task method of the task
unit class, such as the run() method of a Thread. It finds the

Algorithm 1: Infer abstract state variables
1 Function InferASV(task_class):
2 𝑐𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← InferCSV(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠);
3 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑← getTaskMethod(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠);
4 𝑑𝑒𝑝_𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ← buildDependence(𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑, 𝑐𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡);
5 𝑎𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠← [𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑.body().getFirst()];
6 Process(task_method.body(), dep_graph, false);
7 Function Process(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑑𝑒𝑝_𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ, 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔):
8 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.begin();
9 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛← false;

10 while 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ≠ 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.end() do
11 if isBranch(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡) then
12 <𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠, 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡>← parseBranch(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡);
13 if dep_graph.contains(cond) then
14 for block← blocks do
15 Process(block.body(), dep_graph, true);
16 end
17 end
18 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡;
19 else
20 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛← ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 | isAction(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡);
21 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡.next();
22 end
23 end
24 if ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑔 then
25 𝑎𝑠𝑣_𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.add(𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.begin());

basic blocks in the task method that are control dependent on
some SV and treats each such basic block as a new ASV.

Specifically, the analyzer iterates through instructions in the
task method. Upon a branch instruction, it checks if the branch
condition is dependent on some SV (Line 13). This check
considers not only direct usage of SV but also indirect data
dependence, i.e., a branch condition involving a local variable
that gets its value from an SV. Accordingly, the analyzer builds
a data dependence graph of the SVs (Line 4). The algorithm
then recursively processes the basic blocks control dependent
on this branch instruction (Line 15). A system should perform
non-trivial actions in an abstract state. Thus, we check if the
basic block contains at least one function invocation or an
operation that could change a state variable (Line 20).

Once the proper basic blocks are located, the analyzer
assigns indexes for them, 𝑎𝑠𝑣0, . . ., 𝑎𝑠𝑣𝑛. The indexes are
local to the task class. For each inferred ASV, the analyzer
instruments a call to the Legolas agent. At runtime, the agent
notifies the Legolas state tracker of the 𝑎𝑠𝑣𝑖 that is entered,
along with the node id, the name and id of the current task.

Note that our ASV is not equivalent to conventional control-
flow path. We make program paths collapse into more mean-
ingful ones (service stages) that guide fault injection.

Example. Figure 8 shows the ASVs Legolas infers and
inserts for the code in Figure 5. The inferred ASV is slightly
different from 𝑆2 in the simplified snippet in Figure 7. This
is because the logCount is a local variable, thus the Legolas
analyzer does not treat it as an SV. Another variable snapThd is
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LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 0);
while (true) {
  Request si = queuedRequests.take();
  if (request == requestOfDeath) break;
  LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 1);
  if (zks.getDB().append(si)) {
    logCount++;
    if (logCount > snapCount) {
      if (snapThd != null && snapThd.isAlive()) {
        LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 2);
        LOG.warn("Too busy to snap, skipping");
      } else {
        LegolasAgent.inform(identityHashCode, ..., 3);
        (snapThd = new Thread(...
      }
      logCount = 0;
...
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a non-static field of SynchRequestProcessor. Legolas treats it
as an SV and infers the 𝑎𝑠𝑣3 that represents the snapshot stage.
This result is in fact more accurate than using logCount, be-
cause it infers an additional state (𝑎𝑠𝑣2)—a previous snapshot
is ongoing while the snapshot threshold is reached.

Alternative. We also explored other ASV inference meth-
ods. For example, we observe that although some function only
uses local variables, it can still represent an important system
service stage, e.g., handling an event. Defining an ASV at the
function entry can be useful. We chose our above inference
method for its simplicity. As Section 7 later show, it is general
enough to apply on all the popular distributed systems we
evaluate and achieve significant performance. It is also feasible
to extend Algorithm 1 and analyze the functions called in
the task method to extract more thorough stages. However,
only analyzing the main task method already provides a good
generalization to capture key stages in a component that match
the system modularity and design documentations.

4.3 Injection Decision Algorithm
With the inferred abstract states, Legolas enables stateful
decision policies for efficient fault injection. When the con-
troller receives an injection request from the Legolas agent,
the controller checks which abstract state the target system is
in at the time of the injection request to make a decision.

A straightforward stateful policy is to grant an injection
request only if the system is in a new state, which we call a new-
state-only policy. While this policy matches the intuition that
complex bugs are often only triggered when the system enters
an unusual condition, it has several drawbacks. As Figure 9
shows, there can be multiple injection requests from one state,
and a buggy point may not be the first request. Indeed, for the
ZooKeeper example, even though the bug only appears in the
snapshot state, the snapshot function performs several write
operations before it reaches the buggy point. This policy also

Algorithm 2: Budgeted state round robin (bsrr) policy
Global Vars: Queue<State> rrl, Map<State,Info> visit
/* invoked at start of a fault injection trial */

1 Function setupNewTrial():
2 resetIfAllUsed(𝑟𝑟𝑙, 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡);
3 while !𝑟𝑟𝑙.empty() do
4 𝑠← 𝑟𝑟𝑙.pop();
5 info← 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑡.get(𝑠);
6 if info = nil or info.budget > 0 then
7 𝑟𝑟𝑙.append(s);
8 break;
9 end

10 end
11 while !𝑟𝑟𝑙.empty() and 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.get(𝑟𝑟𝑙.front()).budget = 0 do
12 𝑟𝑟𝑙.pop();
13 end
14 updateProbabilities(𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡);

/* invoked for each injection request */

15 Function shouldInject(request):
16 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← getCurrentState(𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡);
17 if not visit.contains(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟) then
18 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.put(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 , new Info());
19 𝑟𝑟𝑙.append(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟);
20 end
21 info← 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡.get(𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟);
22 info.occur← info.occur + 1;
23 if rrl.front() ≠ curr then return false;
24 if info.budget > 0 and rand() < info.prob then
25 info.budget← info.budget - 1;
26 return true;
27 end
28 return false;

relies on the abstract state analysis to be precise. If the static
analysis misses instrumenting an ASV close to the buggy
point, the buggy point will likely be treated as in a seen state.
In addition, the system can take a long time to enter a new
state. If we only wait for new states, we may not inject anything
when the workload finishes and waste an experiment trial.

To address these drawbacks, we design a budgeted-state-
round-robin (bsrr) policy. Algorithm 2 lists its algorithm.

The algorithm allocates a budget (default 5) for each state to
be potentially granted injection more than once. This relaxes
the stringent new state requirement. After all states use up
their budgets, the budgets are reset (Line 2).

It keeps a round-robin list of the abstract state tuples (rrl in
Algorithm 2). Suppose the list has 𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑛. The algorithm
intends to grant injection requests from state 𝑠1 for the first
trial, grant requests from 𝑠2 for the second trial, and so on. In
other words, it focuses on one state in one trial.

Specifically, before each trial, bsrr rotates the state focused
in the last trial to the end of the round-robin list (Line 7). If a
state’s budget is used up, it is removed from the list.

The round-robin design addresses the imbalanced injections
problem illustrated by Figure 10: in all three experiment trials,
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Figure 10: All injection chances are given to operations in state A.

we would inject operations in the frequent state A (within its
budget), while no operation in state B or C is injected.

The algorithm also applies randomization to allow exploring
different choices when a state has multiple injection requests.
The probability 𝑝 should be set properly. If it is too large, we
would always grant the first (few) requests in a state. If it is
too small, we may waste the injection trial.

We calculate 𝑝 for each state tuple based on 𝑐—the
times this state appears in injection requests. We set 𝑝 =

1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/(𝑐+1) . This formula’s rationale is that we want to
(i) grant at least one injection among the 𝑐 requests to avoid
wasting the trial; (ii) let the injection occur neither too early
nor too late among the 𝑐 requests. The probability that all
𝑐 injections are not granted is (1− 𝑝)𝑐. Because of (i), this
probability should be close to 0. Suppose (1− 𝑝)𝑐 = 𝜖 . With
(ii), 𝜖 should not be too small; otherwise 𝑝 is too close to 1
and the injection would be too early. We set 𝜖 to 0.01, and
solve this equation, which gives 𝑝 = 1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/𝑐. We use
1− 𝑒𝑙𝑛(0.01)/(𝑐+1) instead to handle corner cases of 𝑐 = 2 or 3.

The bsrr policy is adaptive to leverage information from
prior trials. Upon each injection request, the algorithm dynam-
ically updates the parameter 𝑐 (Line 22). Before a trial starts,
it uses the occurrences from previous trials to re-calculate the
probabilities for the visited states (Line 14). Similarly, bsrr
updates the round-robin list dynamically (initially empty). If
a state in an injection request is not visited before, it is added
to the round-robin list for later exploration (Line 19).

5 Testing Experiment
Legolas starts fault injection testing after the analyzer finishes
instrumentations (§3, § 4.2) on the target system. Legolas uses
a client-server architecture to manage the testing (Figure 3),
where the Legolas agents embedded in the system send RPC
requests to a Legolas server that is composed of an abstract
state tracker, injection controller, workload driver, and failure
checkers. The testing proceeds in continuous trials.

5.1 Injection Trial
In each trial, Legolas starts a cluster of the target system and
then invokes the workload driver (Section 5.2). The trial ends
when the workload finishes (successfully or not).

To support stateful injection decision algorithm (Sec-
tion 4.3), while the target system is restarted in each trial,
the Legolas server will live throughout the experiment. Thus,
it carries information such as the round-robin list across trials.

When a node enters a new abstract state, the Legolas agent
notifies the state tracker, which maintains one Abstract State
Machine (ASM) per task-unit (usually a thread) for each system
node. Each state update event is a tuple of node id, ASM-name

(class name), ASM-instance (class instance), and ASV. The
tracker records the current ASV and transitions for each ASM.

When a node reaches an injection hook, the Legolas agent
sends an injection query to the controller, which is a tuple of
node id, ASM-instance, operation, and fault ids. The controller
runs the bsrr algorithm to decide whether to grant the injection
or not. Notice, however, that the injection query does not carry
the ASV information. The controller obtains the associated
ASV by indexing the node id and ASM-instance from the
injection query to the ASM map in the state tracker.

Legolas by default grants at most one injection in one trial.
Allowing multiple injections in a trial only requires a simple
change. While it seems more attractive to keep injecting faults
in a trial, that choice has several disadvantages. Although
distributed systems are designed to be fault-tolerant, each
system has a limited tolerance level. If we keep injecting in a
single run, the system may likely break as expected. Moreover,
each injected fault can alter the system state and leave side
effects. With continuously injected faults, it becomes very
difficult to judge the system behavior and tell which fault is
responsible for the symptom. Also importantly, if injections
are performed non-stop, we may go deeper in an execution
path, but we will not inject earlier, skipped operations or
explore other paths, sacrificing completeness.

5.2 Workload Driver
Legolas uses a workload driver to exercise the target system.
For each system, we select several existing, representative test
cases to create the workload driver.

To better suit our objectives, we make a few adaptations to
the test cases. First, the driver creates multiple clients and each
client is typically dedicated to interacting with one node. In
this way, Legolas can observe the status of every system node
without mixing signals. Second, the driver divides workloads
into phases, e.g., create, read and write. Only when the current
workload phase finishes successfully will the next phase starts.
This is to localize the failed system functionalities and avoid
unnecessary errors that mislead the results. Third, in one
workload phase, each client is expected to send a series of
requests and will report its progress to Legolas server after
one request completes. The Legolas server also tracks when a
client timeouts or encounters exceptions. This allows Legolas
to more accurately assess the failure impact. Lastly, we use a
small workload scale, such that a trial does not take long and
Legolas can explore more trials.

5.3 Failure Checkers
To determine the testing results, Legolas currently provides
three failure checkers:
• Crash checker: it monitors the OS signals to check if a

system node crashes, aborts, or exits with a non-zero status.
• Client checker: it approximates Panorama [22], a state-of-

the-art gray failure detector, to identify whether differential
observability exists. In particular, it marks a trial suspicious



System Release SLOC Type

ZooKeeper 3.6.2 95K Coordination service
HDFS 3.2.2 689K Distributed file system
Kafka 2.8.0 322K Event streaming system
HBase 2.4.2 728K Distributed database
Cassandra 3.11.10 210K Distributed database
Flink 1.14.0 78K Stateful streaming system

Table 1: Evaluated distributed systems in latest releases.

if (1) a fault is injected in one node, but only another node’s
clients report errors; (2) the system’s own detector indicates
a node is active, but the node’s clients report errors; (3) only
a subset of clients fail to complete their workloads.

• Log checker: it scans the logs of each system node to identify
whether there are log entries at warning or error level.
As a testing framework, Legolas is extensible to add more

checkers. For example, users can add checkers about inconsis-
tency [38], semantic failures [37], or transaction isolation [30].

When a fault is injected, Legolas records the stack trace
of the originating operation. With the stack traces, Legolas
further clusters the trials by stack trace similarities so that
similar symptoms are investigated together.

6 Implementation
We implement Legolas with around 7,500 SLOC for the core
components, and 100–300 SLOC for the workload driver for
each evaluated target system. The Legolas static analyzer is
built on top of the Soot [52] framework, so it supports systems
in JVM bytecode, including Java and Scala. Its core analysis
algorithms are based on universal programming language
constructs such as thread classes, member variables, branches,
and conditionals. Thus, they are language-independent. The
controller and orchestrator are designed in a client-server
architecture using Java RMI for local RPCs.

7 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer several key questions: (1)
does Legolas work on large distributed systems? (2) can
Legolas expose new complex fault-triggered bugs? (3) does
the abstract states Legolas infers significantly help the fault
injection efficacy? (4) how does Legolas using the bsrr policy
compare to other policies and state-of-the-art solutions?
Evaluated Systems. We evaluate Legolas on the recent stable
releases of six popular, large-scale distributed systems (Ta-
ble 7). These systems have different functionalities, written
with various programming paradigms. Our appendix lists the
workloads we use in the testing.
Measure. For a testing tool, its ability to exposes new bugs is
a key measure. Our evaluation thus centers around this aspect
(Section 7.2). Since our target systems are widely deployed in
production and have been extensively tested for years, finding
new bugs in their latest releases is not an easy task.

Additionally, we apply Legolas on a number of randomly
sampled known bugs in old releases of the systems (Sec-
tion 7.5), including the running example in Figure 1.

System Class ASM ASV Static. Injected

Total Mean Min Max Methods Points

ZK 708 36 226 6 1 31 484 1947
HDFS 4636 104 390 4 1 16 2127 3913
Kafka 5829 51 220 4 1 15 343 754
HBase 10462 96 312 3 1 17 5874 11051
CSD 4636 104 390 4 1 18 2127 3913
Flink 4852 48 110 2 1 6 997 2299

Table 2: Statistics of applying Legolas static analyzer. Class: ana-
lyzed Java classes; ASM: classes analyzed as abstract state machines;
Mean, min, and max of ASV are abstract state variables in each ASM.

Setup. We run experiments on servers with a 20-core 2.20GHz
CPU and 64 GB memory running Ubuntu 18.04.

Each system’s fault injection experiment consists of 2000
trials. A trial’s time is dominated by the system startup and
workload execution. The trials’ durations vary depending on
how the system reacts to the injected faults and whether it fails
early or not. The experiment time for the six systems is 2.7 hrs,
10.7 hrs, 23.5 hrs, 8.4 hrs, 54.6 hrs, and 26.5 hrs respectively.

We use the bsrr policy (Section 4.3), and set the state budget
to the default value of 5 for all systems.

Due to the large scale of experiments and time constraints,
our testing focuses on the following faults: (1) I/O related
exceptions, e.g., IOException, ClosedChannelException; (2)
custom exception types that inherit from IOException; (3)
delays to function calls that involve disk or network I/O.
We run two separate experiments (exception and delay) for
each system. We observe that IOException is widely used to
represent more than hardware issues. For example, developers
add throw new IOException statements for situations such as
“unreasonable length”, “missing signature”, “current epoch
is less than accepted epoch”, and “snapshot already exists”,
which are difficult to simulate by external fault injection tools.

7.1 Injection Points and Abstract States
Legolas successfully applies on the six systems. Besides
scaffolding information (e.g., class paths, task class types), the
analyzer does not require additional input for a new system.
The injection policies are also not specially tuned.

As Table 2 shows, the number of task classes (ASMs) Lego-
las extracts is much smaller compared to the number of classes
in the system. It also varies across different systems due to
their design choices. For example, ZooKeeper has a relatively
small number, while Cassandra has over 100; yet, ZooKeeper
has the largest ASVs per ASM. This is because ZooKeeper
uses long-running threads, while Cassandra adopts an event-
driven architecture that uses many short-lived runnables. The
mean ASVs per ASM is moderate, because currently Legolas
only analyzes the direct ASM classes and task entry methods.

We further manually inspect the 36 ASMs and 226 ASVs
Legolas generates for ZooKeeper. We find that they can repre-
sent the state transitions in ZooKeeper at different granularities.
For example, in the QuorumPeer ASM, the ASVs exactly match
the states of a node in the quorum: for the states such as



Looking, Observing, Leading, and Following, there exists ex-
actly one ASV for each. In the SyncRequestProcessor ASM,
the ASVs capture local state transitions: there is one ASV
in which the transaction log is written, one when flushing
in-memory log, and one when the snapshot is taken.

Dynamically, 24 ASMs and 76 ASVs are traversed during
our testing. For the 150 non-traversed ASVs, 46 are from the
12 unutilized ASMs. We check the rest 104 ASVs to see if
they encode meaningful execution states. In 20 of them, the
code blocks have at least one I/O operation. In another 58
ASVs, they are in the exception handlers or shutdown blocks.
In 8 ASVs, they only print a log. The remaining 18 ASVs do
not contain significant operations and are introduced due to
code optimizations by Soot. For the 20 unvisited ASVs that
contain I/O operations, we tried to enlarge our workload (more
reads/writes, reconfiguration), which did not help. However,
our small workload achieves decent utilization of the ASVs.

7.2 Finding New Bugs
Our overall experience in the fault injection experiments is that
the evaluated systems are robust to tolerate or at least cleanly
abort various faults in most places. Take ZooKeeper as an
example. If a thread is doing a socket write and a network delay
is injected, this thread will get stuck. In general, ZooKeeper
can handle the fault correctly even though this thread hangs.
For example, if the LearnerHandler thread hangs in this way,
the QuorumPeer is able to confirm the stale PING state and
abandon the problematic QuorumPeer.

Despite the robustness, Legolas finds new bugs in all tested
systems. It finds 20 unique bugs (Table 8 in Appendix). All
bugs are non-trivial and require domain knowledge to un-
derstand, such as mishandling of errors, design flaws, and
synchronization issues. They all trigger partial failure symp-
toms, such as some requests get stuck while others succeed.

We reported the bugs to developers. Four reports are marked
as critical, fourteen as major, and two as normal. Eleven reports
have been explicitly confirmed by developers so far. Our bug
reports generate substantial discussions with developers, with
a median of 21 comments and a maximum of 42 comments.
Our reports to ZooKeeper inspired the developers to adopt
fault injection testing practice.
Case Studies. HDFS-15925 In one trial, Legolas injects an
IOException in the BlockReceivermodule while one datanode
is forwarding the data blocks to a mirror (another datanode).
One client gets stuck without any error log, and its work-
load progress is partial (1/5), while other clients finish the
workload (5/5). After investigation, we find that normally
the datanode in such a situation will inform the client of
this error state immediately. Then the client will resend the
blocks. This process would be fast. Through code analysis,
we find the root cause is a complex timing bug. In particular,
when the datanode encounters the IOException it sets the
mirrorError flag (Figure 11). However, a concurrency condi-
tion exists in which the mirrorError flag set could be shortly

class PacketResponder {
  public void run() {
    while (isRunning() && !lastPacketInBlock) {
      PipelineAck ack = new PipelineAck();
      try {
        if (type != LAST_IN_PL && !mirrorError) {
          ack.readFields(downstreamIn);
        }
      } catch (IOException ioe) {
        ...
      }
    }
  }
}

class BlockReceiver {
  private int receivePacket() {
    if (mirrorOut != null && !mirrorError) {
      try {
        ...
        packetReceiver.mirrorPacketTo(mirrorOut);
        ...
      } catch (IOException e) {
        handleMirrorOutError(e);
      }
    }
    return lastPacketInBlock?-1:len;
  }
}

IOException injected inside

set flag mirrorError

gets stuck

Figure 11: A timing bug that causes the packet responder to get
blocked when the datanode encounters an IOException.
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Figure 12: Efficacy of decision policies in Legolas on detecting new
bugs. bsrr: our budgeted-state-round-robin algorithm.

after the PacketResponder thread checks this flag, causing
PacketResponder to not notice this status and get blocked, and
the ACK packet will not be sent by the mirror datanode.

Legolas exposes the bug five times in the experiment, with
the first time in trial 124 at around 43 minutes.

HDFS-15869 The HDFS namenode uses the EditLog to
maintain a transaction log of the namespace modifications.
In one trial, Legolas injects a delay to a remote write in
the FSEditLogAsync thread. The injection occurs when the
thread sends a response to the client and other servers, after it
commits a transaction. This causes the whole FSEditLogAsync

to be unable to proceed. The critical logSync function cannot
be executed for incoming transactions. This is undesirable
because FSEditLogAsync’s key feature is asynchronous edit
logging that is supposed to tolerate slow I/O.

7.3 Impact of Abstract States and BSRR
This paper’s thesis is that our inferred abstract states can enable
efficient fault injection. Section 7.2 shows that Legolas finds
complex new bugs with our bsrr algorithm. To further validate
our thesis, we compare the bsrr algorithm with alternative
decision policies on the 20 new bugs.



Detected Bugs Median Detection Time

FATE 1 1057.9 minutes
CrashTuner 4 20.4 minutes
CORDS 0 N/A

Table 3: Effectiveness of existing work on the 20 new bugs.

For each policy, we run a 2000-trial experiment and measure
the number of bugs it exposes, as well as the time it takes to
expose the bugs. The latter is an important metric. If a solution
cannot expose a bug within a reasonable time, developers in
practice likely will not use it even if the solution in theory
may expose the bug after a long time.

Figure 12 shows the result. The exhaustive policy only
exposes one bug. The random policy only exposes three bugs.
It is also inefficient. It takes a median of 208 minutes and a
max of 994 minutes to find the three bugs. After finding the
third bug, it fails to find more bugs in 24 hours.

The new-state-only policy (§ 4.3) exposes eight bugs in
a median of 11.4 minutes. It is the best among the baseline
policies, showing the advantages of our inferred abstract states.

The bsrr significantly outperforms all alternatives. It ex-
poses 20 bugs in a median of 58.2 minutes (min 4.0 minutes,
max 302.0 minutes). Compared to new-state-only, it is more
robust in leveraging the imperfectly inferred abstract states,
exposing much more bugs while achieving good efficiency.

The inferred ASVs help improve the fault injection efficacy
in two ways. First, they can capture the unusual system service
stages, allowing Legolas to inject in places that are not well
tested and buggy. For example, in HDFS-15957, one of the
ASVs Legolas infers for FSEditLogAsync represents the state
of sending a response to client while FSEditLogAsync is com-
mitting transactions. The ASVs for the running ZooKeeper
example also belong to this category. Second, the inferred
ASVs can help make progress in skipping uninteresting in-
jection points. For example, in HDFS-15925, the injection
(Figure 11) occurs inside the DataXceiver thread in the datan-
ode. The relevant ASV that Legolas infers corresponds to the
processOp stage. Although this ASV is just the main stage of
the thread, the other ASVs Legolas infers in other threads
help avoid wasting too much time in injecting in other places.

7.4 Comparing with Other Solutions
Research Baselines. We compare Legolas with three state-
of-the-art fault injection research projects, FATE [15] Crash-
Tuner [40] and CORDS [13]. FATE tests multiple failures by
using a concept of failure IDs to efficiently enumerate the
combinations of failures. CrashTuner uses meta-info variable
accesses to decide the timing of injecting node crashes for
exposing crash recovery bugs. CORDS uses a FUSE file sys-
tem to inject a single corruption or read/write error to one
file-system block at a time, and enumerate all possible faults.

The first two works focus on node-level faults, making them
not directly comparable to Legolas. We apply their key ideas
to attempt meaningful comparisons. We define the failure
IDs as described in the FATE paper and implement a policy

in Legolas to grant an injection request when its associated
failure ID has not been visited. For CrashTuner, because its
analyzer component is not available, we re-implement its static
analysis to identify all meta-info variable accesses and assign
each access point a global ID. We instrument each access
point to record the accesses at runtime. Then we grant an
injection request when some meta-info variable access occurs
within the past 5 ms and the access ID has not been seen. The
latter is needed because a system may access the meta-info
variable in a deterministic order, leading to only one injection
being always granted if the access ID is not checked.

For CORDS, we utilize similar procedures as described in
the paper to enumerate file system level errors on the requests
to FUSE. For the experiment, we use the same workloads as
in Legolas but use the injection algorithm in CORDS.

Table 3 shows the result. FATE only detects one of the
20 new bugs in 1057.9 minutes. CrashTuner only detects
four bugs. Legolas significantly outperforms both solutions.
CORDS does not detect any of the 20 new bugs despite
enumerating all of its injection choices during the experiment.
Although CORDS is a fine-grained fault injection tool, its
fault scope is limited. It only injects corruption or error of
a file block. Only 2 of the 20 bugs’ root causes are related
with that. For the two cases, they require a transient error and
special timing, while CORDS injects persistent corruption or
error that more likely leads to a total failure (node crash).
Popular Tool Baselines. We further compare Legolas with
three fault injection tools that are popular among developers:
CharybdeFS [49] (a fault-injection filesystem), tcconfig [19]
(a network fault injection tool based on Linux Traffic Control),
and byte-monkey [53]. Byte-monkey is closer to Legolas in
that it also performs bytecode-level fault injection.

These tools rely on user-provided parameters to configure
the injection, such as the packet loss rate and probability of
returning an error code. Settings that are too large or too small
produce meaningless results. We choose one moderate setting
and one mild setting for each tool. We exercise the target
systems using the same workloads from Legolas.

Most injections lead to either a high percentage of successful
trials or a high percentage of early exits (shown in appendix).
For the small percentage of partial_progress injection trials,
the failed client requests either happen directly because of the
injected fault (e.g., the server logs that it is unable to read data
from client) or the system is in the middle of fault handling
and successfully recovers. We verify that none of these trials
expose any of the 20 new bugs Legolas finds. We also vary
the parameters, but the conclusions remain the same.

In the Legolas decision policy comparison experiments
(§ 7.3), its random policy exposes three bugs. In comparison,
the evaluated popular tools do not expose any bugs with their
random strategies. The discrepancies are due to the probability
factor and the fact that Legolas’s in-situ injection mechanism
has more precise control—it instruments operations that are
possible to throw IOException (or its subtype) errors, which



System Bug Id (Exposure Time)

ZooKeeper ZK-2029 (15.4 min), ZK-2201 (30.6 min), ZK-2247
(52.1 min), ZK-2325 (2.6 min), ZK-2982 (18.5 min)

Cassandra CA-6364 (10.0 min), CA-6415 (330.6 min), CA-8485
(25.3 min), CA-13833 (86.7 min)

HDFS HDFS-11608 (29.2 min), HDFS-12157 (39.9 min)

Table 4: Legolas exposes known bugs in old releases.

ZooKeeper HDFS Kafka Cassandra HBase Flink

8.9 s 31.6 s 36.9 s 20.9 s 77.6 s 63.9 s

Table 5: Time of static analysis and instrumentation.

may be caused by complex environment errors. For instance,
while tcconfig injects packet loss, it fails to trigger errors for
function calls that internally throw IOException only upon
a sequence of network errors. Also, its injection has a low
chance of affecting only a special subset of operations.

7.5 Exposing Known Bugs
Besides finding new bugs, we further evaluate Legolas’s
capabilities on exposing known partial failure bugs. We sample
11 real-world partial-failure issues from older system releases.
In particular, we first use keywords matching on Jira to collect
all cases whose root cause is related to I/O exception or delay.
Then we randomly sample 50 of them, and select all the cases
that satisfy our definition of partial failures and require one
fault, which result in 11 cases. As Table 4 shows, Legolas can
relatively quickly reproduce these known bugs.

7.6 Performance
We measure the fault injection trial duration for Legolas.
Figure 13 shows the results. Although Legolas tracks abstract
states and dispatches the fault injection queries through RPCs,
the injection duration is still acceptable, with a maximum
of around 70 seconds. Legolas uses local RPCs based on
Java RMIs. Our microbenchmark shows the RMI latency
is between 10 𝜇s–50 𝜇s. The bsrr policy function for one
injection request has a median latency of 3 ms.

Table 5 shows the performance of the Legolas static analysis
and instrumentation. The analysis is fast, with the longest time
being (73 s) in analyzing HBase.

7.7 Effort and False Positive
The static analysis and instrumentation steps in Legolas are
fully automated. The fault injection experiment does not re-
quire manual tuning. Our workload drivers are adapted from
existing test cases and re-usable across versions. The main
effort in using Legolas is to confirm a bug after testing. How-
ever, this is common for testing tools, not a unique requirement
of Legolas. For the new bug finding exercise in Section 7.2,
it roughly takes a graduate student author one to two weeks
per system to examine the testing results, read and understand
the relevant source code, and confirm where the bug is.

A false positive occurs if the fault being injected turns out
to be impossible in reality. We observe such false positives
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Figure 13: Distribution of one fault injection trial duration.

ZooKeeper HDFS Kafka Cassandra HBase Flink

w/ i.i.a 0 0 0 0 0 0
w/o i.i.a 45 (6) 20 (9) 0 894 (10) 86 (10) 0

Table 6: Number of trials that have invalid injections, with and
without the invalid injection analysis in Section 3. The numbers in
parentheses are the unique locations of these invalid injections.

in initial development of Legolas and they are caused by
the same problem: it injects an IOException to a function
that declares IOException in its signature but cannot possibly
have I/O errors. For example, we inject an IOException to the
writeBoolean call inside the Cassandra serialize method.
This injection triggers a buggy symptom. However, this
method uses a memory buffer for the writeBoolean call.

As described in Section 3, we introduce an inter-procedural,
context-sensitive analysis to eliminate such false injections.
Table 6 shows the number of false injection trials for each
system with and without this analysis. The result shows that the
analysis successfully eliminates all of these invalid injections.

Another potential source of false injection is the automatic
exception instance creation. Our method may create some
invalid exception instances. However, we did not observe such
false positives in our experiments.

Our failure checkers (Section 5.3) can make mistakes. When
they mark a trial as being suspicious, it may turn out not to be a
bug. For example, in ZooKeeper, the write requests to followers
are forwarded to the leader. When the client checker flags a trial
where a fault is injected in node 1 and the clients connected
to node 2 experience write timeouts, it is possible that the
node 1 is the leader and it is temporarily unavailable because
of the delay injection. Developers may consider this to be a
false positive, but the false positive is from the checker rather
than the fault injection—the injected fault is legitimate. Our
current checkers are basic. From our experience, to enhance
checkers with more comprehensive bug rules, the knowledge
of system-specific protocols and modularity practices must
be exploited. After the enhancement, developers may still
disagree on the definition of a bug. However, Legolas’s core
contribution is on fault injection methodology.

Our bug confirmation process is as follows. We first utilize
the basic checkers to highlight suspicious trials. For each
suspicious trial, we analyze how the fault propagates its effect
from one component to another and leads to the suspicious
symptom. We then diagnose whether that is a bug and check
if the design documentation describes the expected behavior.
Finally, we will report it to developers to discuss with them.



8 Discussion and Limitations
Our ASV inference currently only analyzes states inside the
task classes and the task entry functions. Thus, the inferred
ASVs for each task are relatively coarse-grained. The analysis
can be extended to other task functions and states that are
passed to other classes through function calls, which will
extract more detailed ASVs. However, it is not always the
more detailed the better. A large system typically has tens to
hundreds of task classes, so too fine-grained ASVs can lose
the benefits of effectively grouping injection requests.

Our workload drivers use workloads on a small scale to
exercise the target system. More workloads can be added to
the Legolas workload drivers, which is not a difficult task and
would allow Legolas to expose fault-induced bugs that require
large workloads (e.g., performance bugs).

Legolas injects a single fault in one fault injection trial.
It would miss bugs triggered by multiple faults. Supporting
injection of multiple faults in Legolas only requires a simple
change. However, the decision algorithm and failure checkers
would likely require significant changes. Indeed, we tried
enabling multi-fault injection for the ZooKeeper experiment,
but it only improved the efficiency for one bug.

Legolas does not explicitly control non-determinism in the
target system, such as thread schedules, which is the focus of
concurrency testing tools. Thus, while Legolas can expose a
concurrency bug, it may not expose it reliably or efficiently.
Legolas can be combined with concurrency testing tools.

9 Related Work
Fault Injection. Early fault injection work targets standalone
software. Faults are injected into hardware, simulated en-
vironment [20], or libraries (LFI [43]). Fault injection test-
ing becomes popular in distributed systems with much re-
search [2–4,7, 13,15,24,26,27,40,45]. Many inject coarse-
grained faults externally such as node crashes to expose proto-
col or crash recovery bugs. The injection is done randomly, or
exhaustively, or based on user specifications. Several solutions
proposed more advanced techniques. For example, LDFI [3]
leverages data lineage to inject crashes or network faults if
the faults could prevent correct outcomes; CrashTuner [40]
injects crashes when meta-info variables are accessed.

Legolas focuses on complex partial failure bugs. It uses an
instrumentation approach to inject system-specific, instruction-
level faults within a target system. It designs a novel static
analysis method that automatically infers abstract states from
distributed system code. Its decision algorithm leverages the
abstract states to efficiently explore the fault space.

Recent fault injection research addresses other applications,
such as multi-threaded programs [32], cluster-management
controllers [51], microservices [44, 57], and REST applica-
tions [8]. Legolas is orthogonal to these efforts. It targets
large-scale distributed systems and aims to expose partial
failure bugs triggered by exceptions or delays in the operations

of a component within a distributed system node.
Model Checking. Model checking enumerates the possible
interleaving of non-deterministic events such as messages.
It has been applied to distributed systems [18, 29, 31, 50,
54]. Distributed system model checkers (dmcks) including
MODIST [54], SAMC [31], and FlyMC [42] also explore the
interleaving of crash/reboot failure events. Legolas shares
high-level similarity with these solutions in that it systemat-
ically explores the fault injection space. However, Legolas
is a complementary effort. Existing dmcks target protocol
bugs caused by complex interleaving of node-level events,
while Legolas targets implementation-level bugs triggered by
diverse faults in fine-grained program instructions. Legolas
can leverage a dmck to drive the target system into unexplored
states, allowing Legolas to try more injections.
Distributed Concurrency Bug Detection. Several
projects [33,35,39,56] aim to detect concurrency bugs in dis-
tributed systems. FCatch [35] applies happens-before analysis
on correct execution traces to identify unprotected conflicting
operations. Legolas is a general fault injection framework
aiming to expose diverse bugs.
Partial Failure Detection. Failure detectors are part of a
running production distributed system to determine whether
the system is faulty or not. Recent works [22,36,41,47] explore
advanced detectors for the notorious partial failures. Legolas
is an offline testing tool. It can leverage these advanced
techniques in its checkers to find more bugs in testing.
Error Handling Bug Detection. Error handling code is
known to be buggy. Studies [36, 55] have shown that this is
also true for distributed systems. Aspirator [55] uses rules
to statically find simple error handling bugs such as empty
handlers. Legolas focuses on fault injection to systematically
test distributed systems and uncover diverse types of bugs.

10 Conclusion

This paper presents Legolas, a fault injection testing frame-
work that aims to catch complex partial failure bugs in large
distributed systems. Legolas uses static analysis to enable
fine-grained, system-specific fault injection. It designs a novel
method to extract abstract states from system code and uses
them to efficiently explore the fault injection space. We apply
Legolas on six distributed systems and find 20 new bugs. Lego-
las is available at https://github.com/OrderLab/Legolas.
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CharybdeFS tcconfig Byte-monkey
FS syscalls error, delay packet loss, delay exceptions

moderate 10%, 8 s 20%, 300 ms 10%
mild 1%, 1 s 10%, 80 ms 1%

Table 9: Configurations of the baseline tools.

System Release SLOC Workload

ZK 3.6.2 95K 3 clients create 10 entries in total, each writes
and reads a random entry 40 times.

HDFS 3.2.2 689K 5 clients each writes a 10KB file 5 times, 5
clients each reads 5 files 5 times.

Kafka 2.8.0 322K 3 clients creates 15 topics, 15 clients each pro-
duces a topic, 30 clients consume a topic.

HBase 2.4.2 728K creates 5 tables, each with 5 columns, each with
5 rows, 5 clients r/w a random row 100 times.

Cassandra 3.11.10 210K creates 1 table, inserts 5 rows, 3 clients select
and update a random table field 100 times

Flink 1.14.0 78K 1 client submit batch workload, 1 client submit
streaming workload, 1 Kafka consumer to re-
ceive 170 messages from the batch workload,
1 Kafka producer to send 5 messages to the
streaming workload, 1 Kafka consumer to re-
ceive 10 messages from the streaming workload

Table 7: Evaluated distributed systems in latest releases, and the
workload Legolas uses in the fault injection experiments.
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Figure 14: 2000 fault injection trials with existing tools: Byte-
monkey, CharybdeFS, tcconfig.

Appendix A Evaluation Details

Table 8 lists the injected fault, symptom, and root cause for
each of the 20 new bugs that Legolas finds.

Table 9 shows the configuration settings we use for the
baseline fault injection tools (Byte-monkey, CharybdeFS, and
tcconfig) in the evaluation.

Figure 14 shows the aggregated fault injection results using
the baseline tools.

https://github.com/mrwilson/byte-monkey


Bug Id Injected Fault Symptom Root Cause

ZK-4074 delay when Learner is executing
writePacket

requests to one follower get stuck and the follower cannot
rejoin the quorum for a long time

write in a critical section and prevents
QuorumPeer from entering the receiving stage

ZK-4203 an exception during accepting a con-
nection from the second follower

one follower keeps trying to join the quorum but keeps
failing, even though the other 2 nodes get the request

the ERROR state set by learner is not discovered
by the leader in some condition

ZK-4419 an exception when a learner creates
a socket to connect to leader

one follower takes a long time to join the quorum and causes
temporary service unavailability

the server state is prematurely changed, which
triggers unnecessary re-election

ZK-4424 an exception when leader is config-
uring socket options for a follower

causes re-election and partial service unavailability error is unnecessarily re-thrown, which causes
handler exit and costly re-creations

KA-13457 an exception when a broker is accept-
ing a connection

some client requests to create topics experience InvalidRepli-
cationFactorException errors for a long time

error is swalloed without closing the socket
channel

KA-13468 an exception when the log manager
initalize a log

a broker proceeds but consumers hang for more than 3
minutes without any error log

the log manager should handle the error but
instead let it propagate to the request handler

KA-13538 an exception when a broker is access-
ing checkpoint file

some clients get unexpected TopicExistsException even
though they have never created the topic before

a design flaw in the client library for handling
broker change

KA-14882 a delay when a broker sends request
to ZooKeeper

some retry of topic creation requests gives the client Top-
icExistsException

broker controllers do not roll back the meta-
data in ZooKeeper when topic creation fails

KA-14886 a delay when handling a request from
consumer and storing data to disk

a critical thread pool in broker gets full soon after the delay
of a single request from client

the delayed thread blocks multiple threads and
causes the thread pool to be used up

HD-15925 IOException when a datanode is for-
warding a packet to the mirror

normally a client is immediately notified of the error, but
now the client hangs for 1min

race condition causes PacketResponder to be
blocked without notifying the client

HD-15957 exception when namenode finishes
sync edit log andnotifies journalnode

some client hangs forever without any log and the expected
file does not exist in HDFS

namenode dismisses one client RPC, adding
retry of the notification resolves the issue

HD-15869 delay when namenode sends the edit
log notifications

namenode hangs even with the async edit logging the notification sending is performed syn-
chronously and blocks queued edit logs

HA-17552 error after the namenode accepts a
socket before creating a reader

some client hangs instead of timing out after ping interval read method does not re-throw the socket
timeout exception

HA-18024 an exception when namenode con-
figures socket options

some client hangs for a long time socket connection is not closed when error
happens

HB-26256 a delay when the region server tries
to open a region using HDFS RPC

table creation command hangs for a long time without any
error but list command shows the table exists

region sequence idfile write operation is block-
ing without any timeout

HB-26955 an exception when the master tries
to do an update operation

some table create requests experience a long delay retry code misses the case when a server is
quickly reinitialized

CS-16603 a delay in serializing a mutation to
commit log in node 2

clients to node 1 experience sporadic CQL operation timeout
due to unconfigured table

the add method is not protected with a timeout

CS-17564 exception when deleting file during
a compaction task

node continues after erroreous startup state and later causes
client failures

missing sync. to wait for compaction comple-
tion before setting node startup flag

FL-30032 an IOException when sending a wa-
termark to Kafka

synchronous batch processing request from client finishes
without errors while the job is actually not finished

the exception is not handled properly and then
a few messages do not get sent to Kafka

FL-31746 an IOException when task managers
finish a job and commit some data

when the job is finished, the client throws confusing errors
due to a fault in commit phase

The commit phase does not affect the correct-
ness of output but its fault is propogated to
the client with confusing messages

Table 8: New bugs found by Legolas. All issues cause partial failure symptoms. The root causes are diverse. ZK: ZooKeeper; KA: Kafka; HD:
HDFS; HA: Hadoop; HB: HBase; CS: Cassandra; FL: Flink.
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